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Representation Theory 0+ the Dlagram An

Over the Ring k(£x]]
xaQ.
k% by

Stephen P. Corwin

(ABSTRACT)

' · Fix R = kttxll. Let Qn be the category whose objects

are where each Mi is a +ree

R-module and +0r each i ¤ 1,...,n-1, and in

which the morphisms are the obvious ones. Let Bn be the

+ull subcategory 0+ Qn in which each map fi is a

monomorphism whose cokernel is a torsion module. It is

shown that there is a +ull dense +unctor Qn——+Bn. 1+ X is

an object 0+ Bn, we say that X digggnalizes i+ X is

isomorphic to a direct sum 0+ objects

in which each Mi is 0+ rank one.

Ue establish an algorithm which diagonalizes any

diagonalizable object X 0+ Bn, and which +ails only in case

X is not diagonalizable.

Let A be an artin algebra 0+ +inite type. Ue prove

that +0r a +ixed C in mod<A) there are only finitely many

modules A N1 m0d(A> (up to isomorphism) +or which a short

exact sequence 0+ the +0rm 0-«A-—+B——+C—+0 is

indecomposable.
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Chapter I. Introduction.

Let R be a commutative ring with 1, and let An be the

diagram 1-+2-+----+5. An object in the category 0+

representations 0+ An by R—modules and R-module maps is an

ordered n-tuple (M1,...,Hn> 0+ R-modules together with an

ordered (n·1)·tuple <+1,...,+n_1) 0+ R-module maps such that

+1:M1—-»M1+1 +0r i=1,2,...,n-1. 0+ course we think 0+

putting the modules in at the vertices 0+ An and the maps in

*1 *2 *n—l
+0r the arrows to obtain thepicture+1

+n_1 ,+1 , +;_1 ,
and X’*M1—9M2—•••·1• Hn APO

objects in this category, than a morphism q +r0m X to X' is

an n—tuple q=(n1,...,nn) 0+ R-module maps making the

diagram
”

+ + +
M .2, M .Z, ... .21, M1 2 n

uli nzl nnl
I I I

M -7-9 M --9 "• -9 M1 { 2 1 { n
1 2 n-1

commute.

An object X decomgoses in this category i+ X:X10X2 _

where neither X1 nor X2 is zero. For now and +0r this

entire thesis, R will denote the ring kltxll 0+ +0rmal power

series in one variable over a +ield k, and Qn will denote

1
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the category of representations of An by finitely generated

free R—modules and R-module maps; the problem of this thesis

is to study certain questions about the category Qn. The

impetus for this study comes mainly from two directions.

The first is the following result, which is just a

re-statement of the invariant factor theorem.

Progggition I.1. Let Fo and F, be finitely generated free

f
R—modules, and let X=F,-—»F0 be in Q2. Then X decomposes as

a direct sum of representations of the types 0-—+R, R-+0,

‘°a
and R——+R, where fi¢0.

If the cokernel of a map g between free R-modules is a

torsion module, we will call g a fg]! map. If the map f in

proposition I.! is a full monomorphism, then rank<Fl) =

rank(F0), and only maps of the type fi:R——+R can occur. Any '

map from R to R is just multiplication by an element of R,

so in this case we can interpret the result as saying that

there exist bases for F, and Fo so that the matrix of f with

respect to these bases is diagonal. Unfortunately even for

. * 0A3 not every representation X - F2-+F,-—+F0 in which f and

g are full monomorphisms can be diagonalized, i.e. there do

not always exist bases for F2, Fl, and Fo with respect to

which the matrices of f and g are simultaneously diagonal.

The main result of Chapter II is a partial remedy for this;

it establishes an algorithm which determines whether a given
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representation 0+ An by +initely generated +ree R-modules

and +ull monomorphisms is diagonalizable, and i+ it is,

diagonalizes it.

Our second reason to study representations 0+ An by

+ree R-modules is that it is a natural generalization 0+ the

representations 0+ An by k-vector spaces and k-linear maps.

Because 0+ its Intimate connection with categories 0+

modules over artin rings, this latter class has been

extensively studied and is well-understood; indeed the

category 0+ such objects is known to be 0+ +inite

rgggeggntgtign tggg, i.e. there are only +initely many

non-isomorphic indecomposable representations (see Gabriel’s

paper [6721; one consequence 0+ this work is that i+ X =

n fn-1 n *1 n
3

k ———-•k i-••••——-•k is a representation 0+ An over ic

then X diag0nalizes>. we see at once that the category Qn

cannot be 0+ +inite type, as even Q2 is not; i+ we let pi

. . . a tg . .
denote multiplncatuon by x , then {R R|¤=0,1,...} is an

in+inite +amily 0+ non-isomorphic indecomposable

representations 0+ A2. Yet because R is so 'cl0se“ to a

+ield, it was hoped that at least the category Qn might be

amenable to some 'nice' description, say a description 0+

all non-isomorphic indecomposable representations in terms

0+ one·parameter +amilies 0+ these (such a category is 0+

representation type; see [DR76II>; this is in +act what
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proposition 1.1 does for Q2. Unfortunately, this is not the

case in general; as we shall show in Chapter III, Q3 is

already of wild (i.e., not tame) representation type.

Ne mention one more area with which our problem makes

contact, although we have not studied it from this point of

view. Let K be the quotient field of R, and let S be a

subring of Mn(K), the ring of nxn matrices with entries from

K. An R—grggr g § is a subring A of S such that K®AzS

(orders can be defined much more generally; for a definition

and full discussion see [CR1>. A (left) ß—lattige over the

R-order A is an A—module which is finitely generated and

_proJective as an R-module. Orders and lattices arise
l

naturally in the study of group representations (cf. ICRJ);

the orders A arising there are called claggiggl because K®A

is a semisimple ring.

lf we let S-Tn(K), the ring of lower·triangular nxn

matrices with entries from K, then Tn(R> is an R—order in S.

The lattices over Tn(R) are most easily pictured as columns

Fn-1L0¤ ; of finitely generated free R-modules together with

Fo
maps fi:Fi-—+Fl_i for i=l,2,...,n-l. The action of Tn(R) on

F _ z _
L={[ 1], (fn_,,...,f,)} is as follows. Let z = c

I ZI
Fo 0

LU and r • (rij) ¢ Tn(R); then the tth entry of rz is
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The functor which sends the object X =

in-1
{1 . . .in Qn to L us an equnvalence of

categories connecting the problem of representations of An

with questions of R-lattices over Tn(R). The order Tn(R> is

the natural next step away from classicai, as K®Tn(R> is

hereditary <i.e. every ideal is projective>. Our results

show that the category of R-lattices of Tn<R> is of wild

representation type for n)3, and provide some information

about the decomposition of certain special lattices over

Tn<R>.

In- Chapter II we confine our attention to the full

subcategory Bn of Qn whose objects are those representations

*n—1 *1 . . .Fn_l————•Fn_2—-•···—-•F0 of An in which each map fi is a

full monomorphism. If we choose bases for the modules Fi

and write the maps as matrices, then Bn contains the

representations in which each fi is a square matrix with

non-zero determinant. In this category we can discuss the

problem of simultaneous diagonalization of the matrices, '

i.e. the problem of finding isomorphisms o:n_1,ocn_2,...,oc0

such that o¢i_1fioc?1 is a diagonal matrix for each

i¤1,2,...,n-1. The algorithm developed solves this problem
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whenever it can be solved.

Our strategy in proving that the algorithm works as

claimed is as follows. we first show that any object of Bh

can be written as a direct sum of an object of a special,

easily diagonalized type and an object from a certain full

subcategory C". Ue then exhibit a functor X from Cn to a

category of <n—2)—tuples of short exact sequences of torsion

R—modules <satisfying some conditions), and prove that X is

in fact a representation equivalence. This means that an

object X in Cn decomposes iff the corresponding object XX

decomposes. Of course any sequence of torsion R-modules is

a sequence of ktxl/(xt)—modules for some t, so we are able

to use techniques from the theory of artin algebras to

obtain information about the decomposition of XX. we then

lift this information, via X, to information about the

decomposition of X. Although the devices of non-commutative

ring theory enter into the proof in an apparently essential

way, the algorithm itself makes no reference to them; it

operates only on matrices in Mn(R).

Fran the viewpoint of representation theory, an

important property of Bn is that decompositions of objects

in Bn are unique up to isomorphism. This is easily seen

from the following considerations. The category Cn is, as

we have said, representation equivalent to a category Tn_2

of special (n—2)-tuples of short exact sequences of torsion
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R-modules. This latter category is itself naturally

equivalent, in a way to be explained in Chapter II, to the

category Un_2 whose objects are sequences

of torsi on R—·modul es and

monomorphisms. In the same way that an object of Qn is a

module over Tn(R), an object of Un_2 is a module over the

V ring of lower—triangular (n—1)x(n—l) matrices with
U

entries from ktxl/(xt) for some t. The ring ^n_1,t is

artinian, so mod(^h_i,t> is a Krull—Schmidt category; so

decompositions of ^n_1’t-modules are unique up to A

isomorphism. The correspondence between decompositions in

this category and decompositions in Cn allows us to conclude

that the latter are also unique up to isomorphism.

Chapter III ·is devoted to some examples of the

correspondence which li sets up between objects in C3 and

short exact sequences of torsion R—modules. we show for a

few classes of sequences what kinds of representations

correspond to them, and what kind of information about the

- representations can be obtained from knowledge of the

l
sequences. As an example, we show that if X=Rn-i»Rn—E+Rn is

such that gfxxtl for some t (where I is the nxn identity

matrix), then X must diagonalize.

Chapter IU is entirely concerned with the construction
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of a full dense functor from Qn to Bh.

Chapter U deals with a slightly different topic than do

the earlier sections. Its main result is a theorem about

the indecomposability of short exact sequences of A·modules,

where A is an artin ring of finite representation type.

This theorem says, in effect, that the exact sequence

ß——#¥—#B-+C—-+0 can be indecomposable only if A is not

'too big' compared to C, where the sizes involved are

related to the lengths of the socles of A and C. The

section ends with an application of this theorem to objects

in C3, an interesting consequence of which is the following.

A
If X=R“—i+Rn-2+Rn is in C3 and the degree of the determinant

of f is less than n, then X must decompose.

_ we mention that although we have, in this thesis,

restricted our attention to the category mod<R), most of our

techniques, and hence results, are good iuhenever R is a

local PID.



Chapter II. Diagonalization.

As was stated in the introduction, the purpose of this

chapter is to develop an algorithni which generalizes the

invariant factor theorem. Thus the question of this chapter

is: when does a representation in Bn decompose as a direct

sum of representations Fn_1—»Fn_2—+·•·—»F0 in which each Fi

has rank one? If the fi are written as matrices, this is

equivalent to asking when there are bases for Fn_,,···,F0

with respect to which each fi is diagonal; therefore if a

representation does decompose in this way we say that it

giagonaliggg. we are able to supply an answer to this

question in the form of an algorithm for diagonalizing an

object in Bh which fails only in case the object does not

diagonalize.

$1. Statement of the problem. The functor 1.

The first step in the development of the algorithm is

Lemma 11.1.1; but first we need a few definitions.

Qgjjglilgg. Let Cn be the full subcategory of Bn consisting

of those objects of Bn for which (f1•···•
fn_l><Fn_l)Q xF0.

(Because R is local, this condition ensures that

Fo-4coker(f1•·-·ofn_l> is a projective cover.)

If in the diagram

9
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« u _ a
M ...3 M _ .;~.L, 3., Mn n 1 1

"n[]°¤ Tn-l1T°‘n—l "1H"1 _
Nn-——-———• Nn__1—-—-• ••~ —• N1

ßn pn-1 p2

we have wici = 1N_, aici = ci_1ßi, and pit, = ¢i_1ui 4or
1

i¤2,3,...,n, then we say that the ci are congigtentlz split

by the ti (or vice versa). I4 <«n,...,al), <ßn,...,p1) are

morphisms in Qn then we say that («n,...,¤1) is consistently

split by <ßn...,p1) and that the bottom row is a summand o4

the top.

——·· · +1-1 n-21-”°°°°—° 0 "" n'gemmalill LetX=F' il?-L•1= {""2 {‘1=
· rs I4

416--·•4n_1<Fn_i) Q xF0, then X has a summand o4 the 4orm

R — R —- R (n copies).

Prgof. The hypothesis implies that there is an

injection R-§+Fn_i such that Because R

is projective there is a splitting p o4 Set

en_1=«, 4or O$J<n-1, and set ¢o=p,
¢j¤p•41•·•·•4j

4or 1(J$n—1. Then in the diagram ·

4 _ 4 _ 4 4pn_i .2.l„ Fn_u .£.Ä„ ... .2„ pl .L„ po

°n·1 ‘HTn—1 °n—2UTn-2 °1]1"1 °o]‘1"o
R ::::: R ::::: ... IZ: R ZZZZI R
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<cn_1,...,60) is. a monomorphiun consistently split by the

epimorphism (1n_i,...,«0), so the bottom row is a summand of

the top. l

Lemma 11.1.1 says that an object in Bh is a direct sum

of an object in Cn and a representation of the form Rd ———

Rd —-—··•-—— Rd, so we can concentrate on Ch. Essential for

the analysis of objects in Cn is the construction of a

functor 1 from Cn to a certain category of torsion R—modules

and monomorphiuns. This allows the introduction of artin

algebra techniques into the problem.

Define the category Tn whose objects are ordered

n—tuples <¢i,...,cn) of short exact sequences

’ ai bi _
¢i¤0—»Ai——»Bi——+Ci-»0 of torsion R-modules with the property

that Bi=Ai_i for 2$i$n. A morphism in Tn from <ei,...,cn>

to (¢;,...,cÄ) is an ordered n-tuple of ordered triples of

R—module maps <(aii,

«i2,satisfying:(i) for 2$i$n; (ii) the diagram

ai bi
ci = 0 ——» Ai -—+ Bi -—» Ci ——+ 0

luil 1“i2 1“aa

ci = 0 ——+ Ai ——» Bi ——+ ci ——+ 0

commutes for i=1,2, ..., n.
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Ue now de·Fine the functor >.:Cn—•Tn_2 <n>2>. Let

fn-1 *1 be in Cn. In the commutative

diagram

Fn-! Fn—1
«F2¢•••Q{n-11 1{1¢•••¢§n_1

0 -—• F T-• F ———• C —• 01 in O 1

1**1 1"¤ II
Ü -—b A1

T
B1
T

C1 —-b Ü

po is a projective cover. The bottom row of this diagram is

the short exact sequence cl. To construct cz, form the

diagram
4

Fn-1 l Fn—1
¥l¢•••Qfn_11 1{2Q•••¢fn_1

0 —• F ?F———• F C —• O2 2 1 2

V2 1"· II
Ü b A2

T
B2 1-5;-b C2 1-b Ü}

then c is the bottom row. Cieariy B = A as required.2 2 1

Continuing in this way we certainiy get an object AX of

Tn_2; the last step is the diagram
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Fn-1 "" Fn-1
+n-11 1*n-2°*n—1

Ü ib Ü

lpn-2 lpn-3 I!

°
*—* ^«·-5 ***--2 *5:*

°···5
-* °·

, · *::-1 ' *:-.-2 *1 'Suppose that X = Fn_1 --»Fn_Z———»···————+F0, and

that p¤<pn_1,...,po)=X-+X’ in Cn. Ue get a morphism

1p=äX-»AX’ in Tn_2 in the following way. Ue need to fill in

the diagram

Fn-1 ‘* F:.-1

/|g[:···•!„./::-1-**T F:.-1
O

°
FJ

Ü
FJ-! /°;:CJ °

U

Ü-l•FjFj_xTOdJW]Ü

. , bÜ ,
0 Bj _^CJ -—-• 0

I

with aji, ujz, uja. But the left-hand 'waIl' induces ujl,

as its columns are exact; the middle wall induces ajz; and
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«J3 can be gotten from either the middle or the bottom

'floor'. we will prove that the square

Q.
A. -—=L• B.

u
J

Ä commutes; the proof that the right-handM1, Liz
AJ *;*7** B.:

J

half of the bottom floor commutes is the same. From the

diagram we have that ajpl¤p2fJ, so uj2ajp1=«J2p2fj. Then

ujzajpl=«J2p2fj=pépj_lfj=péf3$j=a3«jtpl; as pi is an

epimorphism, this gives as was wanted.

Because of the way in which the maps («J1,«j2,¤J3> are

induced, it is clear that ((«11,u,2,u13), ...,

is a morphism from AX to AX' in Tn_2.

That A is an additive functor is not hard to verify.

we want more than this, though; we want to show that A is a

representation equivalence, i.e. that A is full and dense,

and that it reflects isomorphisms and preserves

indecomposables.” To prove that A has these properties we

need the following <non—functorial) construction, which

provides a sort of inverse for A.

Let Y=(c1,...,cn_2) be in Tn_2, and let F0——+B1 be the

° projective cover of B1 in mod<R> (so FO is a finiteiy

generated free R-module). Construct an object

n f f b pFn_,—•F1-J—•Fo as follows: let 0—•F1—L•F0l—‘;C1—-+0 be
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*1 b1 .exact (where c1=0—-+A1—-+81-+Cl—-+0). Then the dnagram

*1 blpü

1‘*= 1**0 II

commutes, where pi is Just the induced map. B>· the Snake
e

Lemma pl is an epimorphism and kerpl 2 kerpo; let

·nl:Fn_l1•F1 be the kernel 0+ pl. Then the diagram

Fn-1 Fn•11“1 1*1nl

' P P11 1 0 II
0 1-+ A -1+ B -1 C —-—-• 01 ai 1 x 1

commutes. The next step is to repeat this construction with

pl in place of po; we get a commutative diagram

Fn-1 "' Fn-1
l“2 [*2“2 1

9 1001 1 0 II
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_ •
‘n—1 {n-2 *1After n 2 steps we get an obaect Fn_;-——-+Fn_2————+···——+F0

in Tn, which we will call BY.

Ue will first use 6 to show that X is full. Suppose

that Y • (¢;,...,¢n_2>, Y’=<¢;,...,cg_2> in Tn_2, u:Y-»Y’ in

Tn_2, and that

f _ f _ fov = · -—-%•¤=; and ow =

· *;-1 *1
V'

'Thenwe claim that there must be maps pn_;, 9;, po to make

0**,

/'| /1Ä-
Fn-1l"'— Fn-1

u
l·""°‘··‘ {

, „ ·
0 nF;

{
/”F0 ———————• C; i-• 0

,¢.| =,»/=-|Ülb F1 Fo C1 Ü
0 A; B; c; -—-• 0

Ä) Ä;

0 -———+ A; —————-———+ B; —————————»
1

—-——» 0

commute. Both Fo-+8; and F6 -+8; are projective covers,

so we can lift «;2 to a map p0:FO——+F6; then pn_; is also

induced. Similarly because the rows of the middle floor are

exact, p; is defined. It is easy to check that the whole
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I

diagram commutes. Note that because Fo——»B and F0——+B’ are

projective covers, ßo is an isomorphism if alz is; and so if

the other aij are isomorphisms, so are pn_3 and pl.

The next step is to find p2 to make the diagram

/3n•\
F ·-—-——-—- Fn—l _ n-1;Q„„L__

#3··~·»~—· ii · , ,
Aal 2/A£lI

I I

0 A2 2 C2 -——-+ 0

commute; but p2 is induced in this diagram exactly as pl was

induced in the last, and again the whole diagram commutes.

Again, note that if u is an isomorphism then because pl must

be an isomorphism from the first diagram, p2 must also be an

isomorphism„ Continuing this process gives a morphism

p¤(pn_3,...,p0):0Y——+8Y’ in Cn. p is certainiy not unique,

but it is ciear from the construction that Ap=«, so that A

is full. Because p must be an isomorphism when a is one, we

get 8AX:X for X in Cn (take a to be the identity on AX).

Thus if AX2AX’, then 8AX20AX’, so XzX’; so A reflects

isomorphisms. Finaily if Y is in Th then clearly AOYzN, so

Q
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that A is dense.

Because A is additive, AX decomposes i+ X does; we want

to show that the converse is also true. Suppose AX

decomposes as YOY’, where Y¤(ci,...,cn_2) and

Y’¤<¢;,...,¢é_2). Ne will be done i+ we can show that OAX

decomposes, as 9AXzX. we think 0+ YOW’ as the object

(‘;,IlI,€Ä—2), where °

[ai 0
1

[bi 0 ]I I

I [

[¢i¤0-~AiOAi
-———--4 SiOBi —-———-+CiOCi——-+0.

The projective cover 0+ BIOS; is the sum

p 0

1 P 1
F0OF0——-———-2+81081 0+ the projective covers. The Kernel 0+

bxpo
° · ', , :F0OF0 -—-—+C1OC1 is just the sum 0+ the Kernels,

°
blpü

fi 0 [ [
namely , :FiOFi ————»FÜOF0. In the diagram

0 +1
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1+1 0 1
1b1po 0 1, 0 +1 , 0 01:1-10

° ]°° Y] P P
°

"¤1.11101 11:11 01
I I

0 a1 0 b1

61 0
we can take 6 to be diagonal, 6 ¤

0
; then its kernel

G

is also diagonal, i .e. a map 1*; =

I I :Fn_10Fn__1
-—-—•F10F1. Then the

diagram

I I

Fn-1 ° Fn-1 Fn-1 °
Fn-1

IP 1
0-•1=•1='——•1=o1='———-•coc'—•01 1 1,1 0 0 0 1 1

I P1 L 1,] 1 II
1:11 01 11:1 O1
0 :11 0 1:;

commutes. The only crucial part o-F this construction was

that the map p could be taken to be diagonal; as the map 6

takes the role o·F p in the diagram for cz, this process can

continue. Thus 671X is decomposable.
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i
Ue need to mention one more property 0+ ls, and that is

that i+ with each Fi 0+ rank

1, and 1X=<ci,...,¢n_2), then each ci is 0+ the +0rm

0-+Ui-—+Ui+J—-»Uj——+0, where Ui is the indecomposable

R-module 0+ length i and the maps are the obvious inclusion

and surjection. (Hence+0rth we will write sequences 0+ this

sort without re+erring to the maps; we will always mean the

obvious inclusion and surjection. Also, we will let UO be

the zero module.) 1+ an object Y in Tn decomposes as a

direct sum 0+ objects 0+ this type, we call Y

gigggggligaglg; by the +0regoing, an object X in Cn is

diagonalizable in Ch i++ AX is diagonalizable in Tn_2.

I+ (61,...,cn) is in Tn, we get an object in Un, the

category 0+ sequences 0+ torsion R—modules and

monomorphisms, by taking the sequence

a a a a
By doing the obvious thing on

morphisms we get a +unct0r which is clearly an equivalence

0+ categories. Ue will denote the composition 0+ 1 with

this equivalence by A’; thus i+ XcCn then ZX is in Tn_2 and

AIX iß ir] Un_2•

$2. The case 0+ A3.

Our approach to developing the promised algorithm takes
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us through the cases of A3 and A4 before getting to the

general case. At each step we will need the results

obtained at the previous step. Ue first establish some

preliminary lemmas.

ggg 11.2,]. There is an algorithm to find a basis for the

Kernel of an epimorphism w=R°—-•Rm.

ßgggf. Let {ei,...,en} be a basis for Rn. Abstractly

we know that there must be a subset of m ’vectors’ of the

set (w•i,...,wen} which forms a basis for Rm, as suppose

<weil,..., weis} is a subset of minimum cardinality which

still spans Rm. Then if s>m, this set is lineiarly dependent

as a set of vectors in Km, where K is the quotient field of

m
R; say i§i«iwei=0. Clearing denominators, we get a

dependence relation with coefficients in R, so s=m.

Re-order so that wei,..., wem are the basis elements; then

if ,i>m, wei = i§1r‘iiw(ei) for some riii c _R, so ei —

m
iäiriiiei c kerw. There are exactly n—m of these, and they

span a summand of Rn of rank n—m <(ei,..., em} spans a free

complement to it) which is inside kerw. As kerw is itself a

m
sunmand of Rn of rank n—m, <e~i—i§1r~iiei |,j=m+1,...,n} is a

basis for kerw. |
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+ 0
ßgogggitign 11.;,;. Suppose F2-•F,—-•F0 is in B3. If for

some fixed bases for F2, Fi, and Fo the matrix of f is

fl O hi 0
and the matrix of gf is , where the blocks

0 f O h

are the same size, then the matrix of g with respect to

these bases is also block diagonal with blocks of the same

size.

Erggf. The map f is a monomorphism and hence has a

non—zero determinant. Thus in Mn<K>, f has an inverse,

_, +;‘
0 n, 0 6;* 0

which is f ¤ _, . Then g- _, , which
0 f2 0 h 0 +2 .

is block-diagonal. l

For the rest of this section we wi ll let

f g a
X=F2—-•F,—-•F0, and >X=0—-•A-•B—•C——•0. when we write

UI,_—•U‘ we always mean that the map between these

indecomposable modules is the inclusion if r$s, and the

surjection if r>s.

a

S th d'
A B

huppose e uagram G, 6 G, 6 commutes, w ere11] 1 21] 2
Ur l-—-• Us

6,, 62 are monomorphisms which are consistentlx split by the

epimorphisms ·r,, 62. Then we can lift 6,, ·r, to maps 6,,
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A I I
·rI, ci, ·rI to make the diagram

F2 F2
I , r'

1 Fo
tl

R
A B 0

E‘ *51
UP ——————-ws

commute; o·F course -1:;-62, and ·r;¤·ré. Take bases as follows:

for F2, take c;(1> together with a basis for ker·r;; for FI,

take SIM) together with a basis ·For kerzlg for F0, take

;2(1> together with a basis for ker;2. Then f clearly has

xr IO ·•· 0 xs ’I
O •-- O

the form 0
I

and gf the form 0
I

,
Z ·¤· 2 ·¤·
0 I I

where p., p' are units; by the proposition just proved, g

Xs-r °I Ü ··• O
must have the form 0

I
for some unit I,1".

I *

This together with Lemma lI.2.1 implies that if we specify a

set o·F monomorphisms (ci} with consistent splittings {wi} to
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make an object Y a summand o{ an object XX in Tn (or X'X in

Un), then we have in principle speci{ied an algorithm {or

splitting o{{ the corresponding summand o{ X in Cn.

In what {ollows we will o{ten write a representation

{ _ { _ { { _ { _ {
IS ••l-•, OP an object

a _ a _ c ' « _ a _ u
I

Imapsbetween {ree modules will be written and treated as

matrices without explicit mention o{ the bases with respect

to which they are so written. In those cases in which the

matrix takes a special {orm, it will usually be obvious that

such bases exist; i{ there is no indication to the contrary,

the standard basis {or Rn will be assumed.

ßgggggigigg 11*2*;. Fix i, O(i$n-1. The dlagram
{ { _ {n—1 n 2 ___ 1

¢

• • • -11;}

gn-1 gn-2 Q1

o{ {ree modules and matrices commutes i{{ the diagram

obtained {rom it by replacing {i,gi by xt{i,xtgi,

respectively, commutes.

ßgggi. This is obvious. |

The consequence o{ this proposition that we need is
‘n—1 {n—2 {I

that a representation X=——-—+-——»•··——» diagonalizes i{{

the representation obtained {rom X by {actoring powers o{ x
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out of _each fi diagonalizes.

For an object X in Cn, our approach to finding a

diagonalization of X is to detect summands of X which are of

the form Fn_1·-—•Fn_2—-•···—•Fo where each Fi has rank 1.

+ 01n G3, if X¤F2—-•F1——•F0, we factor powers of x out of f and

9 until a unit entry appears in each; if the result is

fl gl
X'-F2-—·•Fl—•F0, we check to see whether g’f’<F2>§ xF0.

If not, we can split off a summand of the form R —- R — R

by Lemma 11.1.1. Ue would obtain an isomorphism

{I gl
F2 ——• F1 ——• Fo

·==U Uv Uv
F2 F1 T. Fo

where both f" and g" are block-diagonal with a 1x1 block in

the upper left-hand corner. If f’=x°sf and g’=x°tg, then

the diagram

f 9F2 ——• Fl —• FO

•==U Uv Uv
l-OF2
x°+··

F1 xEg· Fo

commutes by the proposition just established, so we have

xs xtp
split off a summand of X of the form ———• for some
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unit p. Uhat can we do if'
g’f’(F2)§

xFo? Ue will want the

notation s<M> for the length of _th• socle of a module M in

mod(R).

Let
>iX’=0——-•A'——•B’-—•C'—-•0. Because g' has a unit

entry while g'f’<F2>$ xF°, s(coI<er<g')> < s<coI<er(g'f'>>.

This means that if >.X’ diagonalizes, it must have a summand

of the form 0—•UI,_—— U'_——•0—•0 for some indecomposable

module Ur, which corresponds to a summand of X of the form

xr v—-• ——• for some unit v. Our next few lemmas have to do

with detecting such a summand.

Suppose that c¤0—•A-•B-—•C—•0 is exact and that for

some indecomposable module' A' the sequence 0-•A'——

A'—-•0——•0 is a summand of ¢. Let A¤,I|,Ua_0 A" be any
u

decomposition of A in which each UL is isomorphic to A' and•

A' has no summand isomorphic to A', and for each i let

ci:Ua‘—-•A be the induced inclusion. Then the diagram

a
A —-——•B

I6, Iac, commutes.
var Uai

Lg; 11.2,4. with the notation of the last paragraph, for

some i there exist epimorphisms p:A—•Ua_ and ·r:Bi•Ua_
u i
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which consistently split ci, aci.

Ergof. Let 1A:A—-+A’ and 1B:B-—«A’ be the consistently

splittable epimorphisms we know exist. By the proof of the

Krull—Schmidt theorem (£R73J, p.80), one of the compositions

{Adi must be an isomorphism; then ¢¤(1Aci>-118 and p=¢a

consistently split aci, ci. |

The advantage that Lemma 11.2.4 gives us is that it

allows us to test conditions for the existence of a summand
Q

of ¢ for any fixed decomposition of Ai; if we fail to find a

summand using the given decomposition, then there is no

summand. Of course there is one decomposition of A which is

always easily found, namely the one induced by the

diagonalization of f.

For our next step we need the special short exact

sequences called the almost split or Auslander-Reiten

sequences <IAR75J>. One defining property of these is this:

0-—»A——+E——+C——+0 is an almost split sequence if A and C are

Indecomposable and, given a map e:A——+M, then there is a map

¢ to make the diagram

Mx(ä) ui
“‘\Q\

commute iff c is not a splittable
Aql-$6

monomorphism.

Pggpggigign 11.;.5. In the category of torsion R-modules

the almost split sequences are the sequences
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u ß ·

where u ¤ ?:;{] and p=[—incl surjl.

[ggg;. Certainly these sequences have both ends

A
indecomposable. Suppose that 6sUr——»M; clearlv it suffices

to consider the case in which M is an indecomposable module

Us. If 6 is a splittable monomorphism in this case, then it

is an isomorphism, and so if a map existed to make

the diagrun (ä) commute, then « would be splittable. This

is obviously impossible, so if 6 is a splittable

monomorphism then no such map ¢ exists. Suppose that 6 is

not a splittable monomorphism. Then writing elements of VJ

as a0+·•+aJ_1xJ-1 we see that 6 must have the form

for some t)0. There

are two cases (the case s=r, t=0 is the case of 6 a

splittable monomorphism so we leave it out).

Qggg l. If s<r, we define ¢ bv
8

¢<a°+···+a„_2x°"2,b0+···+b„x'>•aoxt+···+at+s_1x"‘.
T

Qggg Q. If s)r then t>0, and we set

In

either case ¢ makes the diagrmm (*) commute, and so the

sequences given are almost split sequences. The work of

Auslander and Reiten cited implies that almost split

sequences are unique up to isomorphism, so the sequences
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given are, up to isomorphism, all of the almost split

sequences. l

Henceforth we will write 0-—»UP—-+Er-»Ur——+0 for the

unique almost split sequence corresponding to UP. The

property used in defining the almost split sequence has as a

consequence the fact that there is a map ¢ to make

a
0 -—» A -—-» B —-+ C ———» 0

tc I¢ (11.2.6)
0—•U'_—•E|,_—•Ul_—•0 .

commute iff ac is not a splittable monomorphism, i.e. if the

top row has no summands of the

form1f·AX¤Y,or if 1’X¤Y, let us say that X lies gvgr Y.

x x
lt is an easy calculation that (*1) R——»R——+R lies over the

almost split sequence for V1, and that (*2)

(‘0
x r 0 x

R2 ——————-+ R2 -—————» R2 lies over the almost split

sequence for Var, aP>1.

=‘
Q

Let X¤F2-+Fl——+F0., we can without loss of generality

a
x lp, 0

assume that f is diagonal, say f =
• with each• a

0 x nun
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. . " .pi a unit and a1$a2$···$an. Ue write
iälvai

for the induced

decomposition of A, and crzva ——+A for the specific
r

inclusions associated with this decomposition. Then if a

and p are maps such that

f
F2 -———-—+ Fi ————+ A -——+ 0

_l·== Tß in
R2 TJ-• R2 -—• vi, -• 0

( ‘)
0 x r

commutes, i.e. u and p induce the inclusion cr, then we want

to find conditions on 9 which imply that there is no map 7

such that («,p,7) is a map from (*2) to X in C3. (we also

want to do this for maps of (*1) into X.) If no such map

(«,p,7) exists, then there is no map ¢ to make the diagram

II.2.6 commute, so

0-eva —-— Ua -+0-+0 must be a summand of AX, which means T
r r

3* .
that R-—+R-—+R is a summand of X for some unit v. A simple

condition which implies that a map 7 does exist is that no

entry in the rth column of g be a unit, as then the diagram
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0 O 0 O
4-Q .1-Q-—1)

• • e • V

uf fp 17 commutes with o¢= , p=

6 6 -
-'“

‘ 1[1 0 [x '“ -1) ° °a
0 x " 0 x

th
0 X-lglrur

(the 1 and pt, appear in_the r row) and 7= for

° ><"¤„„—+·6
' 4...., _2....,

a'_)1; for aI_==1 the diagram Ion' Ip' I7’ commutes

"x“"" °
‘_"""'x

with oz’,p’, and
7’

the second columns of the ec, p, and 7

Just given.
F

6
‘

we may suppose that either a·,_<a|,_+1 or that r=n; if not,

just shift rows and columns to get it that way. Suppose 0:,

f
F2 l-—• F1 _

p are maps making Io: Ip commute and inducing the
R2 ——-——• R2

aF ° l0 x r

. .
°|‘

.
inclusion Ua —•A as before. If (¤:,p,7) ns to be a map of

I"

(*2) into X, then the following diagram must commute:
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a
x 151, 0

• A
0 x nun

0 M ——• 0
r

.
°‘1 12 1°r

R2 -—-—• va —• 0[1 0 ] r
a

0 x P

If e,,e2 are the usual basis elements for R2, then p must

send ei into im<f> and ez to something that goes to 1; so if

cl dl
• •

a

p = · ·
, then dn must be a unit, x *1110,1 divide ci for

cn dn

a-E
all i, and x must divide di for i•r.

A further condition on <¤¢,p,7) is that the diagram

.....9..._,

¤i lv ?¤ E1-31-!—-—• conmute. Let7¤ _ _ ;then(R '“ -1) sn tn
0 x

an-1
t1: :1 s 1 -1 *1* "1*" 1_1 _1 _1 _1 x*:· _,

Z :
91 • • 1 u • 2

· · ·Q Qi Q E ° " =„·*
n n n n snx -sn+xtn

a -1cl six °
The equation for the first column is g- = ,

·
*1Qn Q„„°·*
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so

‘ c
1

dsc +c x_1
1_aP

_1 .1 1 _1
•

= x
•g• •

5 so we get X• _
= g- •

1
from

• n
·

•sn

cn tn dn+cnx

the equation for the second column. Expanding the

right-hand side of this gives

1-ar 1-ar

ti
g1l(d1+c1x )+·•·+glr(dP+cPx ))

xn : Z • •

• ° 1—aP ° 1-ab
tn gn1(d1+c1x )

(11.2.7)

1-a 1-a
91,¢+1‘°¤+1*°r+1x r)+•••+g1n(dn+cnx

”>

T Z : ·
° 1-ar ° 1-ap

gn,r+1(dr+1+°r+1x )+°°°+gnn(dn+°nX )

The second term contains no units, as dP+J is divisible by

a -—a a -x °+J r and cP+j is divisible by x °+J for each j>r; thus

there is_a solution to the mapping problem iff there are no

units in the first term on the right-hand side.

For aP=1 we get a similar condition. Suppose
«’

and

di
p'- : make the diagram

dn
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a

V ° l. ' _
an0 X ßn proj———-—-—-——-—-+ -———-+ U1 0 M ——+ 0

Ix fp [incl
-———--—-—-——+ ————-+ U1 -—-———» O ·(1 Gar) proj

O x

‘a
commute; then as before we must have x dividing di if i¢r

...L• tl

and dr a unit. Thus if Ip I7 commutes, where 7 = Z ,

'T"n

we get (II.2.8) x- · = g- · . Again there are no

tn dn

solutions to this iff there is- a unit on the right—hand

side; again these could occur only in the first r terms of

each entry.

Qgfinigion. If rcR, r can be written r=xßp for some unit p;

we write Hrß ¤ p.

ggmm; 1;.;.9. (ii For ar=i, there is no solution to the

mapping problem above iff (ai some entry of the rth column

of g is a unit; (bi for some unit gt? in the rth column of

g, either gts=0 or NgtsN+as>O (i.e. x divides gtsds) for

each s with 1$s$r—1. ,

_ (ii) For ari}, there is no solution to the mapping
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problem above iff (a') some entry of the rth column of g is

a unit; (b') for some unit gtr in the rth column of g,

either gtslü or Hgt‘N) max{1,ar-as} for each s with

1$s$r-1.

Prggf. Ue have already seen the necessity of <a> and

(a'). Suppose that (a) holds but that (b) fails for some s.

Then gt‘ is a unit, and the following is a solution: set

di¤0 for i¢s,r; set dr=1, and set ds--gtrgzä. Now suppose

· that (a') holds but that (b') fails for some s. Then the

following is a solution: set ci¤0 for i•s and di•0 for isr;

-1 9 -set dP¤1, and cs=-x p Qtr, where gts¤x p with p a

4
unit. Thus if no map ¢ exists, (a) and (b) or (a') and <b’>

must hold. On the other hand if (a) and (b) or (a') and

<b’>
hold then lt is easy to see that the tth entry on the

right-hand side of 11.2.8, or 11.2.7 respectively, is a unit

while this cannot be so on the left; so there is no

solution, hence no map ¢. |

Lemma 11.2.9 shows how to detect a summand of X of the

xar
v

form -—»——+; what we need now is a way to split off these _

_ summands once their presence has been detected, i.e. to find

bases for F2, Fl, and Fo so that f and g become

block-diagonal with 1x1 blocks in their upper left-hand

corners. The conditions Just obtained for X to have a

summand of this type give a way to do this; we illustrate
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x‘°
l

+0r a summand ——+——». Ue assume that + is already diagonal.

Ue can use elementary row operations on g to get gtr¤1,

gjr¤0 +or j¢t without a++ecting +. 1+ gt,P_1=0, there is no

need to do anything here. 1+
gt’P_,••0,

the next step is to

multiply fhg rth‘cQIur|·m bf g by and add ‘U16 I"6SUlt

to the
(r-1)‘t

column 0+ g. In order to end up with a

representation isomorphic to X, we are then +orced to

multiply the
(r-i)’t

row 0+ + by gt,P_, and add the result

to the rth row 0+ +; then the new (r,r-1) entry 0+ + is

I
-gt r_1x

° 1pP_1. But the conditions given in Lemma 11.2.9
9

imply that H

x‘°°xp
H)a (whether a =1 or a >1> andgt,r·1 «—-1 «~ «~ «~

·
so we can use an elementary column operation on + (which

doesn’t a++ect g) to get + back to diagonal +0rm. Continue

this with gt,P_2, etc.

a
x ° v

Thus this algorithm actually says that -+——» is a

summand 0+ X i++ we can +ind bases in which it appears as

IX! blocks in the most naive possible way. we now have the

algorithm complete. Explicitly:

* Q
Thggrem 11.2.10. Let X = F2-—+Fi——»F0 be in B3. The

+ollowing algorithm diagonalizes X i+ X can be

diagonalized.
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lg j_. Use Lemma 11.1.1 to write X as a direct sum 0+ a

diagonal ized representat i on Y and a representat i on

x -i=’Ä.i='Ä*-•i=' an c0 2 1 0 3'

ggg g. Diagonalize +0. That is, obtain a representation

A A -^ F· *0 F' 90 · . h. t . ^ .X0•
2-—-•

1—•F0, isomorp ic 0 X0, in which +0 is a

. _ I
x 1;;, O

diagonal matrix, say +0= · .• i.
0 x nun

§j:__eg Q. Factor powers 0+ x out 0+ +0 and go until a unit

_ 1 {I 1
Q,

1
entry appears in each; call the result X’=F2—•Fl—•F0.

Check to see whether
g’+’(Fé>§

xF6. 1+ so, proceed to step

4. 1+ not, use Lemma 11.1.1 to split 0++ any summands 0+

the +0rm R·—-R —R that may occur. Multiply the

appropriate powers 0+ x back into these to get the actual

summands; the result is a sum X' 0 Y" 0+ representations in

which Y' is diagonal. 1+ X"=0, we’re done; i+ not, set

X°•X' and repeat step 3.

Qjgg Q. Using Lemma 11.2.9 check +0r summands 0+ the type

„"P „
——-•—•, v a unit. X' must have at least one 0+ these i+ it

diagonalizes, so i+ it hasn’t, stop; X does not diagonalize.

(This may necessitate sh-i+ting rows and columns to get the
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condition: ar(aP+1 or r•n, needed for Lemma 11.2.9.) Again

multiply the appropriate powers of x back in to obtain the

actual summands; again the result will be a sum
X‘

0 Y' with

Y' diagonal; again if X'•0 set X°=X' and repeat step 3. I

This algorithm says to diagonalize
{ Q as follows.

Diagonalize f, and split off any summands of_ the form

R —- R ——— R. Then, after factoring powers_of x out of g,

use the criteria of Lemma 11.2.9 (and then elementary row

and column operations) to get a IX! block in g; repeat. If

at any stage this cannot be done, then
{ Q does not

diagonalize. Ue note that, as we mentioned in the

introduction, this algorithm makes no reference to the

apparatus of its proof, but operates only on matrices.

$3. The general case.

Before we can settle the general case we must first

_ f g h
manage the case of A4. To this end set X¤F3——+F2——+Fi——»FÜ

in C4. As in the previous section we can factor powers of x

out of each of f,g, and h until each contains a unit entry,

so we will assume that this has been done. Ue will use the

notation ((x>> for the module coker(x) and work in the

category U2 unless otherwise stated. In U2 the image of X

.
°‘ ß

is MX ¤ ((f))-—•((gf>>—•<(hgf>).

Now assume that X diagonalizes. Ue first want to show
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that VX must have a summand 0+ the +0rm UI__t——•UI_—— UI,.

Consider the short exact sequence

0-—•<<g+))—-•((hg+>>——•(<h)>-—•0, which corresponds to

g+ h—·•—• under >.. As X diagonalizes, this must diagonalize;

because h has a unit entry, s(<(h)>> < s<<(hg+>>), so this

sequence must have a summand 0+ the +orm 0-•U|__—

U|_——•0-——•0. This implies that VX has a summand 0+ the +0rm

Ur__t——•U|,_—· UP as claimed.

Examine the commutative diagram

0 0

I
cz0—-•((+>)———•<(g+))——•((g))——-•0

1

l¤0—•<<g))——•<(hg)>—————-•<(h>)———-•0

0 O

This diagram is completely determined by oz and p, so it

¤¢ B
is not hard to see that i+ —•;• has a summand 0+ the +0rm

U|__t——•UI_——· UP, this diagram is +orced to have a summand 0+

the +0rm
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Ut__t
——• UP ———• Ut

Ur, -l-· Ur, (11.3.2)

Ut —-— Ut —-—• 0

Our strategy is to use the techniques developed for A3 to

find summands of the top row of 11.3.1 which "extend" to

summands of the type 11.3.2. 1f none of tlhis sort exist,

then by the observations Just made X cannot diagonalize. If

they do exist, we must exhibit an algorithmic way to split

them off, i.e. a consistently split inclusion of Ul,__t-—-•U|,_

Ur into VX.

Suppose U is an indecomposable summand of ((gf)) for

which 0—•U —— U—-•0—•0 is a summand of the right·hand

column of 11.3.1, i .e. of the sequence

0——•((gf))——-•((hgf))—-•((h))——•O. Then by Lemma 11.2.4

there must be, in the specific decomposition of ((gf))

obtained in diagonalizing the top row of 11.3.1, a summand

Urs} for which 0—•U|,_-— UP-—•O-·—•0 is a sunmand of the

ix
((f))——-+((gf))

6—6ght-hahd taiumh of 11.3.1. That is if °1[1*1 °2]1"ä
Ur-t"l""'°Ur

commutes where (6,,62) is a monomorphism consistently split

by (#1,6;), then there must exist a monomorphism 63 and a
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consistent splitting (6é,63) of (62,63) to make the diagram

F((gf))·————•((hgf))

62116é 631163 commute. Then if in the diagram

vr

¤¢ F((f))———-——•((gf))-—————•((hgf))

"¤l1’=
"¤ll’= °3l1’3

U'__t————-——•UI,_—-——-———-—— UP

we define 62 = 63p, we get a consistent splitting (61,62,63)

of the monomorphism (61,62,63). Thus if a summand of the

right sort can be found, it can be algorithmicaily split

off.

we have proved the following theorem, which really

states that the algorithm of theorem 11.2.10 can continue to

the case of A4.
A

f g h
1Lgg_;e_n;11,§.§. Let X=F3-—•F2-—•FI·—•F° be in B4. If X can

be diagonalized, the following algorithm diagonal izes X.

§teg _1_. Use Lemma 11.1.1 to write X as a direct sum of a

diagonal lzed representat i on Y and a represen tat i on

,f ,9 „h „xo-F3-l••=2i•r1-‘L•i=° an c4.
§_t_e_g Q. Factor powers of x out of fo, gu, and ho until a

uni t entry appears in each; call the result

I
{I

I
Q,

I
h,

I I I

X’¤F3-—-•F2—•Fl——•F0. Check to see whether h’g’f’(F3)§ xF0.

If so, proceed to step 3. If not, split off such summands
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of the form R -—- R —- R -—- R as may occur. Multiply the

appropriate powers of x back into these to get the actual

summands; the result is a sum X' 0 Y' with Y' diagonal. If

X'¤0, stop; if not set X0=X' and repeat step 2.

{I gl
Step 3. Diagonalize ——-+-——•. If this is not possible,

stop; X does not diagonalize. If it is possible, use the

techniques developed for A3 to determine whether there is

any summand UP of (<g'f’)> for which is

a summand of the right-hand column of 1I.3.1. If there are

none, then by the observations above, X cannot diagonalize.

If there is one, we have found a summand UP_t——+Ur-—— Urof

A’X.

§;;g 3. Split off the summand found in Step 3 in the manner

indicated above. Multiply the appropriate powers of x back

in as before; the result will be, as before, a sum X' 0 Y'

with Y' diagonal. If X' = 0, we’re done; if not, set X0=X'

and go back to Step 2. l

For the general case we prove, by induction on n, that

this algorithm can continue. Let

fn-1 *1X¤Fn_1-——»Fn_2——+···—-—+F0 and assume that each fi has a

unit entry but that f1¢···ofn_1(Fn_1>§ xF0; as before we can

easily reduce to this case. For each i let Ci denote the

module coker(fi>, and let Ci’J denote the module
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COKO|'°(*Fi¢•••¢‘Fj)• =

C mc E•···i?-•C Ar uin in the samen-1 n-2,n-1 1,n·1' 9 9

way as {or A4 we can show that MX must have a summand of

the form UP ·—•U'_ -—••••—•Ur_ — UP i-F X is to
n-! n-2 2 2

diagonaiize. Just ash in the previous case, this forces the

diagram

0 0

¤3°e••¢«n—

°
"’ cn-1 'ill C2,n-1 **° C2,n-2 "‘° °.

1 1°‘=

0 —• 0

0 0

to have a summand o·F the form

vpn-! UPZ Ut

U -——-—— U

Ut ————— Ut ———• 0.
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Now suppose X diagonalizes. Our induction hypothesis

is that we can diagonal ize, algorithmically, any

diagonalizable object in Cn_,, so by this hypothesis we can

*:.-1 *:.-2 *2diagonalize Fn_l———-•Fn_2—-—•••·——•Fl. This gives a

diagonalization 0+ the top row 0+ 11.3.4; just as in the
I

case 0+ A4, there must be an indecomposable summand U 0+

C2,n_l such that 0—-N-? U——•0——•0 is a summand 0+ the

right-hand column 0+ 11.3.4. Again by Lemma 11.2.4, there

must then be, in the speci+ic decomposition0+*:.-1

*2obtained in diagonalizing a

suiunand Urzzv +0r which 0-•U'_2— U',_2——•0——•0 is a summand

0+ the right¥hand column 0+ 11.3.4. Thus i+ is

the monomorphism with consistent splitting <·vn_,,...,·r3,·r£),

. . . ‘ *n-1 *2 .+0und by diagonalizeng which

makes the diagram

an-1 °‘:.-2 °‘a

·..-.[]*„-. ¤..-2]]*..-2 <=2[[‘*£·
U U Urn-1 rn-2 P2

commute, then there must exist a monomorphism 61 and a
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I

consistent splitting (62,6,) of (62,6,) to make the diagram

ocC2,n-1 ‘““‘* C1,n-1
621162 61116, commute. Then if in the diagram

Urz —— Urz

oz cz 0: 0:n·1 n—2 3 2cn-!
° cn-2,n-1 °°°° ° c2,n-1 ° C1,n—1

-·•U|_ —--·•-Mle Ur —-—-—iV|_
n-1 n·2 2 2

we define 62¤6,¤:2, we get a consistent splitting

(6n_,,...,6,) of the monomorphism (6n_,,...,6,).

Ue have proved the following theorem.

*n-1 *n—2 *1Thggrgm 11.3.5. If theobjectin

Bh diagonal izes, then the following algorithm
2

diagonal izes X. .

§gep _1_. Use Lemma 11.1.1 to write X as a direct summand of

a diagonal representation Y and a representation

” 1 fn-1 0 · {n-2 0 *1,0 · . ·
Un cnn

_$_t_e_p_ Q. Factor powers of x out of each fho until each

contains a unit entry; call the result

' *Ä-1 ' *Ä-2 *1 · Check to see whether

I I I I

f,••··•fn__,(Fn_,)Q xF0. If so, proceed to step 3. If not,

split off any summands of the form R——- Ri ?—R
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that may occur. Multiply the appropriate powers 0+ x back

into these to get the actual summands; the result is a sum

X' 0 Y' with Y' diagonal. 1+ X'=0, stop; i+ not, set X0=X'

and repeat step 2.

I I

· *n-1 ' *2 'Qtgg Q. Diagonalize Fn_1————+Fn_2-—+·••——+F1. 1+ this not

possible, then X does not diagonalize. 1+ it is possible,

use the techniques described above to determine whether

I I I
n

there es any summand UP2 0+ +0r

which 0-—+UP2——- Ur2——»0——+0 is a summand 0+ the right—hand

column 0+ 11.3.4. 1+ there are none, then X does not

diagonalize. 1+ there is one, we have +0und a summand

U -—•U —-••••—•U ·——-U Of ).’X.
A _Pn·1 rn-2 '2

’2

§;;g 4. Split 0++ the summand +0und in step 3 in the manner

indicated above. Multiply the appropriate powers 0+ x back

in as be+ore; the result will again be a sum X' O Y' with Y'

diagonal. 1+ X'¤0, we’re done; i+ not, set X0=X' and go

back to step 2. |

Theorem 11.3.5 says that the method 0+ diagonalization

established in theorems 11.2.10 and 11.3.3 +or the cases 0+

A3 and A4, respectively, can continue inde+initely. we

remarked a+ter 11.2.10 that the inethod established there

operated only on matrices; as the general algorithm is Just

a repetition 0+ that method, it too operates only on
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matrices.



Chapter III. Examples in C3.

ln this chapter we exhibit some examples of the

correspondence between objects in C3 and short exact

sequences, and of how considerations of the latter can be °

made to yield information about the former. we end the

chapter by sketching a proof that C3 (and hence Q3) is of

wild representation type. For this chapter we will let 6 be

the short exact sequence

a b0-——«4——+B-—+C-»0.

§;;mg1* 1* One term zero and split sequences.

(a) A¤O. Then 6 is the sequence 0-—«0——+B-Z»C——»0,

f Q
and it is easy to see that if 66 is -+—-» then f must be an

f Q
isomorphism. Conversely if X=——+—-+ in C3 with f an

isomorphism then AX plainly has the form 0-+0-+8-:+C—-+0.

Clearly such an object diagonaiizes.

(b) C•0. This time 6 takes the form

~
.

{F
QO·—•A——•B·-—•0—•0, and so if Ö¢*·T!·iO then g must be an

isomorphism. Once again the converse holds, and once again

every such object diagonalizes.

(c) 6 split. Then 6 is isomorphic to a direct sum of

sequences of the types found in (a) and (b), and soi‘*
° F1 °lO f O gz

corresponds to an object of the form -—————-e-—————» in C3,

48
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where either (i) +1 and gz are isomorphisms or (ii) +2 and

gl are isomorphisms. Again it is clear that any object 0+

this sort diagonalizes.

§xgmgle Z. One term proiective.

By ‘one term pr0jective’ we mean that there is an

integer t such that ¢ is a short exact sequence 0+

ktxl/(xt)-modules and that one 0+ A, B, or C is projective

- k[xJ t . . . .un mod < /<x )>. 1+ A es projective in this category

then it is also injective, so ¢ splits. 1+ C is projective

then 0+ course ¢ also splits, so the only interesting case

t
is when B alone is projective. Suppose B: MVP. Then i+

+ g _
6¢•—•——• then it must be that g+ is isomorphic to xpl,

. . . . * Q
where I es the txt identity matrix; conversely i+ X=-—»-—+

with g+ z xpl, then AX has its middle term projective. The

surprise is that these always decompose.

a b
ßggggggtlgg [11.;. 1+ ¢•0—»A——+B-—+C-+0 is exact with B:

t
MVP, then ¢ diagonalizes.

M +Proo+. Suppose s<C>=m, and let MVp—+C be the

projective cover. By projectivity 0+ B we get the map p in

the diagram
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a b
0-+ A ——+ B -» C -—» 0

u 9 .1 1 II
m

0-+ K -6+ MVP C -—» 0

in which u is Just the induced map. 9 is an epimorphism

m
(+9¤b, and + is essential), so there is a map ss MVp——+B to

split it. Because 9 is an epimorphism the Snake Lemma tells

us that a is also an epimorphism; a diagram chase says that

we can define c¤a°*·ra to get a splitting of 0: for which

ac=«q. Thus the bottom row is a summand of the top, and so

c decomposes into the direct sum of the (already diagonal)

m
sequence 0-+K—-4MVp-—+C-+0 and a sequence of the. form

0-—»A’-:+B’——+0—-+0; so c must diagonalize. l

Eggmglg Q. Both ends indecomposable.

*t bt
Let Jt 0 Ut -—»UJ——+0,

where 0$t(min(i,j>, at(a0+·•·+ai_lx*°*> =

andIII .-ll

*0* **1-t·1“ *‘*1-t
°0’*

*
*‘*5-1

bt-1’*J ·

t
then 06t = 0 X 0 1 . (we used the special case

of the almost—split sequence <i=J,t=i—1) in Chapter II.) we

want to sketch a proof that these are, up to isomorphism,
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all the short exact sequences with left-hand end Ui and

right-hand end Uj.
u

First, if ¢•0——+U,—:+B—E+UJ-+0 is exact, then

BzU,+J_t• Ut, as s<B)$2. Note that t$ min(i,J), as

otherwise both indecomposable summands of B have length less

than J. If t=i or t¤J then c splits, as set r¤max(i,J);

then over KIXI/(xr), either Ui is injective or UJ is

projective. Suppose then that t< min(i,J). Then a must map

U, monomorphically into Ui+J_t, so the isomorphism BzUi+J_t0

Ut extends to an isomorphism of sequences, i.e. we may work

with the sequence 0-sv,-:+vi,j_t• Ut—E+UJ——»0. Then up to _

multiplication by units,

a0xp+•-•+at_p_1xt°l). The cokernel map is forced to be

..

Unless p¤0, this is not an R-map, so p=0 and hence tzöt.

A result of M. Loupias IL75l on representations of

partially ordered sets implies that C3
is.

of infinite

representation type; to conclude this chapter we sketch a

proof that c3 ac an act of wild type.Lctand
let ^2,t be the ring of lower-triangular 2x2 matrices
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with entries +r¤m St. Ue will exhibit a +unctor 6 which

embeds the category 1n,m 0+ representations o+ the diagram

I-;} 1-} •••lr:+.T-}•••-.l}n+m+l

into This will prove our claim, as it is

known that +or n,m>3 the category 1n_@ is o+ wild type

([DR76]>.

Suppose Z ¤

Ulß
H—·•H -—•·••——•M ——•H ——••••·;•M

1 2 n+1 n+2 n+m“1 u2 cn 71 7m

n+m+1 n+m+1
is in I . Let Mßw 0 L M- and N¤ M M-. Then M is an"•"‘

i=n+2' :-1 '
module with x acting like p on N and like vi on Mn+i,

1{i$m, and N is an Sn+m+i-module with x acting like ui on

Mi +or 1(i$n and like vi on Mi +or n+1$i$n+m. Finally i+ we

let +:M—+N be the map sending U to Mn+i by p and sending

Mn+i to Mn+i by the identity +or 2$i$m+3, then 6Z = (M,N,+>

is a1+

(q,p1,...,pn+m+i)=Z-—»Z’ is a morphism in In,m, i.e.

i+ the diagram (ä)
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wi
I I I ; I I I

1Ül ruz an P1 71 1 72 7m 1M1-—•M2——••••{M—•M-—••••:•M

—•H —••••-—•M
1 2 n+1 n+2 n+m+1°‘1 °‘2 °‘n

"1 *2 7m

commutes, we set pM=(q,pn+2,...,pn+m+,):M——»M’ and

M—L•N
pN•(p,,...,pn+m+1):N-+N'. Then the diagrum PMI 1pN

w
commutes, so 6(q,p,,...,pn,m+1)¤ (pM,pN):(M,N,+)—»(M',N',+’)

in mod (^2,n+m+1). lt is easy to see that 6 is a +unct0r.

1+ Z and
2’

are in In m and 62 = (M,N,+),
!

6Z’¤(M',N',+’), then i+ (9,6):62-—~6Z’ then as M,M' and N,N'

are sums 0+ the vector spaces w,w', in Z and Z', the

maps 9 and 6 are sums 0+ vector space maps between these.

Because 0+ the caumutativity condition +’9=6+, these maps

make a diagram like (*) commute, and so give a inorphism

6:2-—+Z' for which 66=(9,6). Thus 6 is +ull. 1+ (9,6) is an

isomorphism, then each 0+ the vector space maps will be an

isomorphism, so 6 re+lects isomorphisms. 6 is clearly

+aith+ul, so we're done: 6 embeds 1n,m into



Chapter IU. Reduction.

In this chapter we show that there
eis-

a full dense

functor from the category Qn of all representations of An by

free R-modules to the category Bn in which the results of

chapter II were obtained. Perhaps the best way to explain

our strategy is to sketch it for an object of Q3.

Let X=F2—i+Fl—9»FO be in Q3. Our first step will be to

prove that we can split off the kernel F' of f and the free

part F' of the cokernel of g to write X as the direct sum of

I {I I I I
representations F'-+0-+F' and X’¤F2———+F1—2-+F0, where now

f' is a monomorphism and g' is full.

Ue next want to go to a representation in which the

maps are both monomorphisms. Let H;=kerg’ and Hé=ker(g’f’>;

H; and Hé are summands of Fi, Fé respectively, because

im(g’>
and im<g’f’> are free. The first part of the

reductann as to an px·= JL. Fg, where ?·

is the map given by z+Hé -6 f’(z>+H;, and 5’<z+H;)=g’<z>.

Clearly
pX’

is a representation in which both f' and 5; are

monomorphisms.

i 9Now let Y=F2——+Fl——+F0 be such that f and g are both

monomorphisms and g is full; this is the type of object that

is in the image of p. Ne need to go next to an object with

54
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the first map full also; this will be an object in B3. If

we let FT be the unique smallest summand of F1 such that

f(F2>§ Fr, and Fä be the unique smallest summand of Fo with

,. ,. + ,.5 ,. ,. .g(F,>§ FO, then vY=F2-+F,—-+F°, where g is g restructed to

FT, is the desired object in B3.

In order to do this in general we need to define two

categories intermediate between Qn and En.

Qgfinitiong. Let Q3 be the full subcategory of Qn

f _ f _ f
consisting of those objects in

which fn_, is a monomorphism and fl is full. Let On be the

full subcategory of Q; comprising those objects for which

each fi is also a monomorphism.

Recall that Bn is the full subcategory of On in which

"each fi is also full.

Ue first want to show that every object in Qn can be

written as the direct sum of an object in QÄ and one of the

form F'-+0-—+···——+0——+F' (where either F' or F' or both

f _ f
may be zero). Let be in Qn. If

ker(fn_l>•F; is not zero, it is a summand, as im(fn_,> is

free; choose a free complement Fx to F;. Then the diagram
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4 4 4n-1 n-2 1•‘

1H NM 1111]
Fx Fn-2 FO
O —-————————• 0 ———————•••·;————-• 0

F' [*11—1|; 0] 0 [*11-2 °] [*1 °] 0
" 0 " 0 0 0 0 0

commutes.

Now suppose that 4, is not 4uii; then coker<4l):F 0 T, _

where T is the torsion submoduie 04 c0ker<4,). I4

F *1 ‘ . 11- -1 11 .,———•F0—•F 0 T—•O is exact, let Tx¤·¤ (T); then Tx is

the unique smaliest summand 04 Fo that contains im(41>.

Choose a 4ree compiement F; 4or T: in Fo; then the diagram

Fn-1n—2 1 0
1 1 1ll[1] 11[1] l1[1] 11

Fn_l
—---• Fn_2 F, ———• T:0 [*11-1 °] 0 [*2 °] 0 [*1 °] 0,

° 0 0 ° 0 0 ° 0 0 Fx

commutes. we can now write X as the direct sum 04

·
•-—•Fi—•T: and F;—-•0·—•·

·
•——-•0——•F;.

Given any summand 04 a 4ree R-module F, it is not hard

to show that we can pick a 4ree compiement to it in F which
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has as a basis some subset 0+ the set (ei,...,en} 0+

standard basis vectors +0r Rn. I+ Fx and F; are always

chosen this way (where i+ either one 0+ ei, ei is a possible

choice, we choose emin(i’J)), passage +rom Qn to Q; becomes

+unctorial. Call this +unctor 6; 15 is clearly +ull and

dense.

we next describe a +unctor p +rom QÄ to On.

*n—l *1

I I

I I I I
and be in Qn, and +0r each

i=1,2,...n—1 set Hi = ker(+i•·•·¤+i). The object uX in On

is the representation

v
? _ ? ¥ -Fn-1/ —2—l+Fn—2/

-+----2-+Fl/
—i—»F , where the +.H _ H _ H 0 in 1 n 2 1

are the induced maps z+Hi—-—»+i(z)+Hi_i. Hi is a summand

+or each i, so uX is a representation 0+ An by +ree

R-modules; as +1•·•·•+i is a monomorphiyn +or each i, each

+i is a monomorphiyn, so this representation is in On. I+

a=(«n_i,...,¤0):X——»X’ in QL, then pu•(¤:_i,...,uä>:pX-—+pX’

is given by «%(z+Hi)=¤i(1>+Hi +or 1$i$n—1, and «ä=«°. It is

tedious but routine to check that this actually does give a

morphism +rom uX to pX’. Another tedious but routine chore

is to check that p preserves compositions; as pi=1 is
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obvious, p is a functor.

On is contained in Q3, and uX¤X for X in On, so p is

dense. p is clearly not faithful, but it is full as the

following shows. _ Suppose ß=(pn_1,...,p0>:pX-—»pX’ in On,

and write F1•Fi/H_0 H1, etc., for each i (we take H0 = 0).•
.

Then if we choose Gi = [zi 2]
for each i, then uu ¤ p, so u

is full.

Ne now want to describe a functor v from On to Bh. If

f1F——+F’ is a map of free R-modules, let f<F)* be the unique

unallest summand of F' that contains f(F>. If

+n_1 +1 , +;_1 , +1 „
X=Fn_1-———+Fn_2——+···-—»F0 and X'=Fn_1-——-+Fn_2-—+···——+F0

_ . e a sare in On, let fn_1(Fn_1> =Gn_2, fn_2(fn_1<Fn_1> > =Gn_3,

etc. Then vX is the object

‘n—1 ;n—2 $1 ‘ ^Fn_1————+Gn_2————+Gn_3-—+•·~—--+G0, where fß is the

restriction of f1 to G1. vX is certainly in Bh. If

«¤<«n_1,...,«0>sX-—+X' in On, then define a? to be the

restriction of x1 to G1; then it is clear that

va=<«n_1,«ä_2,...,«5> is a morphism from vX to vX’ in Bh.

Again it is routine to check that v is a functor.

As before, ßn is contained in On and vX=X for X in En,
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so v is dense. Ue will showthat v is full, i.e. that given

p==(pn_1,...,p0>:vX——•vX’ in B; we can find a map

cc¤<o:;_1,...,¤z0):X—•X’ in Cl; for which v¤c=ß. we must have

ocn_!¤ßn_1. For 0$i$n-2, let Qi be a free complement for Gi,

I

Ianddefine ocizßi O GII —• Gi 0 Qi by oci=
0

, where
Pa

(pn_l,...,p0) is any morphism from

f _ f _ f
to

, +;,2 , +§ „
in Cl;. It is then clear that

vu=p. Also clear from this is that v cannot be faithful.

The composition vpc is the promised full dense functor

from Q; to B;.
‘



Chapter U. A result on indecomposability 0+ short exact

sequences.

For this chapter we will let A be an artin algebra 0+

+inite representation type, and m0d<A> the category 0+

+initely generated <le+t> A•m0dules. Our result says that

i+ C is in mod<A>, then there are only +initely many modules

A in mod(A) +or which there is a short exact sequence

0-+A-—+B——+C——+0 which is indecomposable. To prove it we

need the +ollowing version 0+ a result 0+ M. Auslander, in

which Tr and D are the usual artin algebra transpose and

dual (see Auslander IA76J), and in which we write <X,C) +0r

H0m^(X,C). The submodule P(X,C> 0+ <X,C> consists 0+ those

maps +:X-—+C +0r which' there exists a +actorization

+
X -—-—-+ C
\\\P,//” with P projective.
¤ ß

Igggggg A. Let C be m0d<A). Let A1,...,Am be a complete

list 0+ all non-injective indecomposable modules in mod<A>

and let Xi=TrDAi. For each i, (Xi*c)/P(Xi’C) is an

(End Xi>°p-module 0+ +inite length. Let Sii,...,Sid be a
i

complete set 0+ non-isomorphic simple (End Xi>°p—modules,

and +0r each (End Xi>°p-submodule H 0+ (Xi,C) containing

P<Xi,C> let n1(Ai,H>,...,nd_<Ai,H> be the uniquely
I

60 ‘
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determined non-negative integers so that the (End

o (X C) ds n.mi,i-•>
Xi) P-socle of i' /H is isomorphic to toJ=

IJ

Finally let n<Ai)=max£nj<Ai,H)} as J runs through

1,2,...,di and as H runs through all (End Xi)°p-sumodules

of <Xi,C> containing P(Xi,C). Then
‘

(a> n<Ai> is finite; and _

9(b) if K > n(Ai) and 0-—»A$—-+8-+0-+0 is exact, then

k K—n(Ai>
Ai contains a submodule A' (isomorphic to Ai ) such

that g(A’) is a summand of B.

Using the notation of theorem A we have

Thggrem U.1. Fix C in mod<^>. Then there are only a finite

Q
number of modules A in mod<^) such that 0-—+A——»B-—»C——+0 is

indecomposable as a short exact sequence. In fact, if

"‘ P5 . .
A:_ß1A_ , then uf pi>n(Ai) for some n, the sequence•¤ i

decomposes.

Qgggi. Ue first mention that if A has an injective

summand then the sequence decomposes, so we have lost

nothing by not including these in the list of Ai’s. Suppose

p>n(Ai), and form the pushout diagram
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9
0 A ——-• B 1-+ C —-——• 0

lsurj 1 II
PaÜ ·-—-—-O A. ·—-·|T—-O Ü li) C —+ Ü.
I I

Pa . .Because pi>n(Ai), Ai has a submodule A' for which h’<A'> us

Psa summand of D (so A' is actually a summand o·F A_ > by
I

theorem A. Let A", A"' be such that A' 0 A"=A, A' 0

P·
e

A’"=A_'. Then we have a commutative diagram•

Q
0 A’M' l• B -————• C ia 0

1 0 pi]l[° P] W2 II
0 NM"' G: o:<A’>•B' —-—• C —• 0

Io hl

in which «x¤h'|A,is an isomorphism and h¤h'|A,,,. Then

, 1 , 9 , . . . . .A A—• g(A> es a monomorphism which es split by

I1 ¤¢-*
B-L-•<x(A’)—-——•A’, so

g(A’>
is a summand of B. Thus

0—•A—•B—•C—•0 decomposes as a short exact sequence. |

Rggggrk. In mod<R) it is easy to calculate that n<U‘i,C>

•s<C) for each Ui. Let s<C>=t, and let p>0 be an integer.

Then theorem U.1 implies that there are no more than

1+ 2 + 1; _ 1+ **l . . .p+p +•·· p - -1% non-nsomorphnc indecomposable short

l
exact sequences 0—•A——•B—•C—-•O of torsion R—modules in
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which the length 0+ the longest indecomposable summand 0+ A

is at most p. In chapter III we exhibited min<r,p>+1

non-isomorphic indecomposable short exact sequences

i + r=p , then

1+ 2 . .min<r,p>+1==1+p=—F_%—, so this bound is the best possible.

n
JF

n 9 n -Qgrgllarz U.g. Let X¤¤R —•R —•R be in C3 and let

>.X=0—-•A—•B—•C——•0 (so +,g¢Mn(R>). Suppose a diagonal

a
x lp, 0

+0rm 0+ + is
·

where each pi is a unit. Then• Q
0 x nun

if any exponent ai appears more than s(C) times, X must

decompose. In particular i+ we set d(+)=max{ai|i==1,...,n}

then i+ d(+)·s(C><n then X must decompose.

Proo-F. 1+ ai appears more than s<C) times than the

module A has more than s(C> summands UL . |
i

Certainly deg(det(+>))d(+), so this corollary implies

that i+ deg<det<+>>•s(C><n then X decomposes. 1+ g is an

. . * Q
nsomorphism then —-•—• certainly decomposes. 1+ g is not

. . · . t Q
an nsomorphism then s<C))1, so i+ deg<det(+>><n then ——+——•

decomposes.
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